Ac compressor for 2005 ford taurus

Have had this vehicle to 2 mechanics now and problem is still there. First mechanic checked the
refrigerant pressures, added dye, couldn't find a leak. Told me that he had to add a small
amount of R and the pressures were "spot on" but the problem was still happenning so he
supposedly trouble-shot the system and found it to be electrical. He said that the controls on
the dash were causing the problem and changed them. When I picked it up, everything worked
fine for the first day. After that, the same thing happenned where it would intermittently work. I
took it back to another mechanic who specializes in AC work and he evacuated and recharged
the system also said that he added dye and couldn't find any leaks. When I questioned this, he
said the pressures were low and that would cause the intermittent loss of the AC cooling. This
time, it work for 2 days and then the same thing happened where it intermittently works. There
is no pattern at all to it working. Sometimes it's when the car is first started ; sometimes it quits
just driving down the highway ; and sometimes it quits for 5 minutes and then just comes back
blowing ice cold air. I suggested the AC compressor clutch or coil to the 2nd mechanic and I'm
not sure he even checked it. Does this "still" sound like a leak somewhere or more electrical?
Original owner of a Excursion 6. About a month ago minutes or so into my ride to work on a
degree morning the check gauges light comes on, noticed the temp gauge pegged to H followed
by the check engine light, then limp mode. Engine ran cool with no overheat issue. Bought
aftermarker T'Stat slant put that in and everything back to normal. About a month later same
problem happens at about the same point in my trip to work, temp pegs, no heat from heater
and goes into limp mode. Shut the truck off release pressure from radiator and coolant level
goes down, seems to feed back into engine. Next morning same problem. Coolant is clean, just
changed oil and no coolant in oil. Problem only happens from a cold startup in the morning. I'm
at a loss. I'm thinking of drilling a small bypass hole in the T'Stat. Replaced radiator, thermostat,
cap, and coolant. Still getting intermittent temp spikes. Spikes are marks on gauge. Was
pegging gauge with spikes before the change. What the heck else can it be? I flushed block and
and water pump is only about 6 months old. I'm experiencing intermittent steering loss only
when I'm turning, left or right, on my Excursion. I was told it could be the outboard u-joints, so
I've replaced them along with the ball joints. Still have the problem. For grins, in park I tried
turning the steering wheel left and right, no issues. But when I applied the brake and tried
turning the steering wheel, it felt like I had no power steering. Not every time. I just got the spark
plugs changed in my Ford F the other day for a misfire problem. Misfire is gone now. But, as I
was testing the truck to see how it performed after the spark plug change, I noticed that as it
was raising speed with my foot to the mat, the engine felt as if I was slightly letting off the
accelerator and then slowly pushing the pedal back to the floor. It loses power as if you're
getting ready to slow down for something and then slowly the power comes back and it does it
off and on throughout a WOT run from lets say MPH. I've a Chevy Monte Carlo, 3. The cooling
fan is making a intermittent loud noise for some reason or another. Can the motors be
purchased separately or will I have to buy the entire cooling fan assembly? Also, could this be a
bearing problem? The fan doesn't appear to be rubbing against anything. The fan is running
after the engine is turn off although the engine wasn't real hot I have a Subaru Forester. It will
cool just fine while not moving. It will also cool just fine if I'm coasting down a hill with my foot
off the gas. However, on the highway I have intermittent cooling. It cools for seconds and then it
blows what feels like straight vent for seconds. I want to start by saying I'm new and don't really
fully know how to search vortex, I'm sure there's probably a bunch of things about this. I have
an I've heard my fan kick in once in the year I've owned it. Also I get a decent amount of power
loss after driving for about 20 to 30 minutes. Idk if that's related, but just hard wire the fan with a
switch? I don't have a lot of money so I'm not really trying to play a guessing game replacing
stuff. Background- Ranger, 3. This truck is not my daily driver, i try to drive it once a week. I've
never had this issue before I drove all over town yesterday; multiple stops, no issue. Today i go
to do the same thing and upon accelerating out of the driveway i lose all power for about 3
seconds. I get power back for about 3 seconds then lose it again. This continues for as longs as
i'm driving. Also, no CEL. I go back to the house to look things over, can't find anything staring
me in the face really. Truck idles fine and the issue is not present when i run up the RPMs in
park. I've been reading some other threads about similar issues and most replies begin with
checking the regular maintenance stuff i. It seems like a complete loss of fuel or spark
Occasionally the tachometer goes crazy. When this happens, it seems like the car loses some
power. The reading on the tach is definitely incorrect when this happens needle all over the
place. Replacing something called the "speed sensor"??? Couldn't find anything else that this
problem may point to?? Car just fell out of extended warranty and has been serviced
exclusively by the dealer. While driving, I experienced a sudden bog down and inability to travel
faster than 20 - 25 MPH. The more pedal you give, the less power. The next day all is normal
again. This happened twice now and I am not sure why. No CEL, no stored codes. Plenty of

pressure felt by hand only out the tail pipe except when fluctuating during free revs. There
doesn't appear to be any vacuum leaks. What I can check to correct this? Could it be bad fuel or
water in fuel? After a few minutes the sound stops, presumably after whatever is squealing
dries up. I have a f super duty with the 5. I bought the truck a couple months ago, and it had a
bad manifold leak not surprised lol. So i had a shop do new gaskets and bolts. Then my
problems started When you start up the truck she runs fine and some times drives fine. I will be
driving along and its like some one hits a switch and i suddenly loose all power it spits and
sputters and i have to down shift to make any kind of hill. So I figures I had a misfire i got a light
on for cylinder 5. So I decided to change all coils and plugs hoping that would clear things up It
ran great for roughly 15 miles then it started to do the same thing again. I've changed air filter
and fuel filter also. When it starts sputtering i sometimes get a check engine light on and then it
goes away. The test fails when the fuel control system no longer detects switching for a
calibrated amount of time. Read more at: [URL] I just checked fuel pressure its at 32psi at a idle.
My Ford Taurus 3. The check engine light is not on, and the car functions perfectly otherwise. A
mechanic removed the trans pan, replaced the filter and fluid, and added Lucas additive. The
interior of the trans was clean, and did not have a burned smell. The shift did not improve.
Could it be a valve body or a solenoid? Is it repairable? I drive it gently, and the problem hasn't
gotten worse 2 months. What's up with my trans? Only at idle has a popping noise out of
throttle body. Found lots of people with same problem but no fixes. I did find out noise goes
away when unhook alternator wire and comes back when reattach. Found someone replaced
there alternator and that didn't fix it either. I think its electrical? The problem is intermittent:
After turning off the car, there is a clicking noise coming from the needles in the dash.
Sometimes the needles click and jump repeatedly; sometimes there is just the clicking noise. To
get it to stop, I'll turn the ignition switch several times. At this point, the car seems "dead" but
not from the battery. The car actually will not do anything electrically including popping the
truck, unlocking, etc. It will not start. After turning the switch several times, the car would
eventually start like nothing was ever wrong with it. I am just guessing that there is something
wrong with the switch or something electrical. I also want to think it coincides with something
to do with the battery. The problem seems to be worse after checking and seeing that the
battery may be low. We have had the alternator checked, we've had the battery itself checked,
etc. In addition to driving around with an angry bad catalytic converter, this problem, etc, I really
would like to send it off of a ravine. I had a check engine light on my Ford Taurus and my
mechanic suggested cleaning the mass air flow. Afterwards, the light was off and the car
seemed to drive fine it was driving fine even with the check engine light on But my mileage
dropped drastically. On the freeway it went all the way down to 10mpg! Right now around town
it is fluctuating a bit, but around 14mpg. Should I have the mechanic check for a loose wire or
something not connected properly? Or just replace the darn mass air flow? No work was done
on the fuel system. It's easy to ignore except when I'm laboring up a mountain in third gear
when the "thunk" becomes an alarming "bang". Other than that, it runs beautifully. Check
engine light is not on. I haven't been able to associate the hiccup with load, speed, temperature,
or anything else. My mechanic has no idea what it could be, and it didn't misbehave when he
drove it. What's going on? Just last week I sprug a large oil leak and had to replace the hoop
outlet o rings.. This week I can drive miles on the freeway and the truck starts to act like ota
running out of fuel. Bogs down to 40mph then starts missing. I pull over, and when revving I
have un burnt fuel and oil smoking out of my tailpipe. I let it sit for minutes and it will be fine for
the rest of the drive and this happens intermittently, there is no pattern. The truck has a ton of
power, starts great hot or cold. I did a ton of research and found a IPR could possibly cause
this, as could plugged screens in the fuel pickup. Then I read about all the injector harness
issues but I don't think that I my issue. My wife's car suddenly started running rough. CEL came
on and code came back as "P - cylinder 5 misfire detected". As a side comment, her tachometer
has been fluctuating big of late as well. Toyota :: Intermittent Power Loss? Car was blowing ice
cubes when we bought it from a private party. Drove it for a few months and then the AC just
felt humid and not cold. This occurred right in the middle of a Florida summer so you pretty
much can't even make it to work without having to peel yourself from the seat and the Love
Bugs were especially bad so rolling down the windows was not an option if you didn't want to
meet your first client with bugs in our teeth. Not only did the condenser break, but somehow the
metal pieces managed to make their way throughout the entire system so that the evaporator
and everything else on the line Dryer assembly, orifice tube Parts were covered under the
mechanic's warranty but not the labor. It is two years later and haven't had any more issues
with it since, thankfully. In early July I noticed that the AC compressor was kicking on and off a
lot, just a few days later a whining noise started coming from front of engine. I took to
dealership and was told that it was just how the engine sounded there was nothing wrong. I

continued to drive and the noise progressively got worse. It got to the point that when the AC
compressor would kick in the car would sometimes stall, and the noise sounded terrible. I took
back to dealership and was told it was a bad AC compressor, they told me it would be dollars
and take 3 days for part to come in. As this was my only car, I could not wait for 3 days, I
decided to take it to a local mechanic. On my way there,the car made a very loud pop and loud
crunching sounds after. The car started to overheat and I had to have it towed to the shop. The
mechanic said that the AC compressor blew the clutch and busted a hole in the radiator. After
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